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Presentation Notes
I will be making some connections between retention of staff and effective collection management practice. This is a version of a talk I did for the Native Title Consultative Forum in Canberra earlier this year.
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In 2008, the final version of a report that I did for NTRBs on collection management needs and recommendations can be found at this site.
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Presentation Notes
Now to the topic at hand. How do collection management principles fit in with training and retention of staff anthropologists? Here a picture can be worth a thousand words. I use this as a metaphor, although it is an actual photo from an NTRB!, for the number of tasks a staff anthropologist must juggle at any one time, Anthropologists, in connection with collection management staff, can be very effective in helping to prevent this situation. Keep this picture in mind as we examine some of the issues it brings up. We’ll start with training.




Collection management principlesCollection management principles



 
Bringing material into collectionsBringing material into collections



 
Identifying them properly so that they can Identifying them properly so that they can 

 be found easilybe found easily


 
Ensuring that they are preserved properlyEnsuring that they are preserved properly



 
Creating access conditions that meet with Creating access conditions that meet with 

 the Native Title Act and other legal the Native Title Act and other legal 
 requirementsrequirements



 
Having a plan for safe future storage for Having a plan for safe future storage for 

 posterity posterity 
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What is acceptable, who decides?
2. Cataloguing in a consistent way, construction/adoption of a database that enables easy identification. Creation of various “helps” or finding aids that bring like materials together in a usable fashion.
3. Secure housing taking into account the different requirements for paper and audiovisual materials
4. The Native Title Act requires under s203FCA that all access provisions must ensure that the wishes of Traditional owners are met, observation of proper intellectual property rights and copyright provisions.
5. Making sure that this unique material is preserved for as long as possible.



TrainingTraining



 
Data entry to get material online by listing and/or Data entry to get material online by listing and/or 

 digitising the filesdigitising the files


 
Creation of either online or document resources in Creation of either online or document resources in 

 relation to a culture group/geographical relation to a culture group/geographical 
 area/special topicarea/special topic



 
Online searches to evaluate and compile lists of Online searches to evaluate and compile lists of 

 helpful websiteshelpful websites‐‐
 

useful for both legal staff and useful for both legal staff and 
 anthropologistsanthropologists



 
Collection of data on the field with experienced Collection of data on the field with experienced 

 anthropologistsanthropologists‐‐
 

mentoringmentoring
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A career structure where newly employed anthropologists spend time learning about the materials held by an NTRB by working on collection management would be very valuable to both the anthropologist and the organisation. I’ll go on to the benefits in the next slide, but these ideas for training show some of the projects/activities that could be useful. 
The first is rather obvious. Anyone doing such data entry or digitising will become familiar with the types of holdings of the NTRB. There can be a sort of “subliminal memory” from data entry. For example, I can recall bits and pieces from cataloguing material that I did long ago.
Moving to the second point. At the Kimberley Land Council, an Aurora cadet with a legal background went through all material held at the KLC relating to a geographic area that had been subject to a number of disputes amongst claimants. The resultant finding aid created a resource that both legal and research staff could use in the event of further disputes. It will keep staff from reinventing the wheel by asking the same questions and will prove useful in future negotiations. There was another benefit from this exercise. The Aurora cadet is now working for the KLC and plans to create more finding aids. That is part of what we are on about today. 
The third point is really in the area of bibliography. Many online references could be of great help to staff. For example, how many staff actually know about the services AIATSIS provides on its Native Title Research Unit web page? Items like Native Title in the News, summaries of ILUAs, profiles of RNTBCs, and “What’s New” are only a few items on offer. Papers and articles online, websites of Indigenous communities and their activities, and other resources could be listed with links.
The last point will help to prepare the staff member for more advanced work within the organisation. Also, claimants will feel more comfortable with the person because they will have related to them on country.  
Moving on to benefits of such a training program, both for the organisation and for the anthropologist.




BenefitsBenefits



 
Increase in efficiency Increase in efficiency 

 for preparing claimsfor preparing claims


 
Getting material Getting material 

 organisedorganised


 
Creating guides or Creating guides or 

 resources that are resources that are 
 areaarea‐‐specificspecific



 
BuildupBuildup

 
of of 

 knowledgeable staffknowledgeable staff


 
Reducing the Reducing the 

 collection collection 
 management/filing management/filing 

 responsibilities of responsibilities of 
 senior staffsenior staff



 
Reducing stress by giving Reducing stress by giving 

 time to become familiar time to become familiar 
 with the holdings with the holdings 



 
Experience in data entry Experience in data entry 

 and documentation and documentation 


 
Developing special Developing special 

 expertise within specific expertise within specific 
 culture areasculture areas



 
Learning fieldwork skills Learning fieldwork skills 

 from experienced stafffrom experienced staff


 
Possible career Possible career 

 advancement when senior advancement when senior 
 positions become positions become 

 availableavailable

Organisation Anthropologist



Staff retentionStaff retention



 
Improvement of collection management Improvement of collection management 

 practicespractices


 
Better cooperation and communication Better cooperation and communication 

 between legal and research sections of between legal and research sections of 
 NTRBsNTRBs



 
Employment of more support staffEmployment of more support staff



 
Secure, private office spaceSecure, private office space



 
Funding for web access to relevant Funding for web access to relevant 

 databases, such as Lexis/databases, such as Lexis/NexisNexis
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Here are some of the difficulties that I see in retaining NTRB anthropological staff. I have already spoken about the first point and the benefits of proper collection management practices.I’ll give some background on the second point: 
In comparison with the claims lodged under the Aboriginal Land Rights (NT) Act 1976, the practice of Native Title has moved more steadily into the legal realm. Anthropologists were instrumental in framing both Acts, but challenges to the Native Title Act have changed much of the original intent, thus narrowing the potential for constructing agreements. Legal staff of NTRBs must ensure that the case made for a native title claim is as convincing as it can be within ever-tightening legal requirements; anthropologists, who concentrate upon complex social structures, have a different way of looking at the data gathered. As a consultant for two native title claims, I can say that it can be very hard to fit some of the field data into the legal framework expected by the native title process. Obviously, both legal and anthropological viewpoints are necessary for conducting a successful native title claim. Yet in many- if not most- of the NTRBs I have contacted, many of the research/anthropological staff feel undervalued and overshadowed by the legal section. If communication and cooperation could be improved between the two, both sides would benefit. 
In relation to the third point- senior anthropologists often find themselves spending an inordinate amount of time doing clerical tasks, such as photocopying, scanning documents and chasing up files. This could be true for legal staff as well, although I haven’t seen evidence for it. Improvement of collection management practice would clear some of this up, but in any case, NTRBs should assess what extra clerical staff they need.  The entry-level anthropology positions I’ve described earlier could help with collection management needs. 
The enemy of point 4 is the open plan office. Although it may be cost-saving, anthropologists suffer because they need a secure place to keep sensitive files and a private space where they can interview traditional owners. Analyses of consultants’ reports require a quiet space. One anthropologist from an NTRB told me “Anthropology is a thinking business and needs quiet.” Of course, private offices can be a seriously political issue. I would say that senior research staff, at least, should have their own space. 
Finally, a number of online databases and sites, such as Lexis/Nexis and certain anthropological journals, have subscription fees and NTRBs should be provided with some extra funding to subscribe.   
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